Supervisor Readiness and Awareness Scale

How would I rate my confidence at this time to supervise individuals?
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Little confidence

How would I rate my confidence at this time to supervise groups?
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Little confidence

For questions 1 – 6 list up to 5 answers for each

1. What are the **practical issues** that I need to consider in supervision?

2. What are my expectations in supervision?

3. What is my structural/organisational approach to supervision?

4. Define how you see my **role** as a clinical supervisor?

5. What are my **strengths** as a supervisor?

6. What are my **restraints** (areas for development) as a supervisor?

7. What is my theoretical **orientation**? How do I communicate this – has it changed over time?

8. What do I feel confident/comfortable to offer in supervision?

9. If I was being supervised by me would I be happy with the supervision I am receiving?